Foreword
Woodlands are important places for butterflies and moths with 16 of Britain’s
butterflies considered woodland specialists and 380 of the larger moths. Butterflies and moths form an important part of the food chain for bats and birds,
have a key role to play as pollinators and are good biodiversity indicators as
they respond rapidly to changing environments.
The Mortimer Forest is a significant area of woodland because of its size, the
range of butterflies and moths that have been recorded, and its location in a
larger wooded landscape. I first visited when I carried out survey work for fritillary butterflies, which are in serious decline nationally, in the early 1990s and it is
somewhere I have grown to appreciate more and more on subsequent visits.
While there have been occasional butterfly and moth records from Mortimer
Forest since then, the Forest has never had the equivalent levels of recording of
other forests of similar size, largely as a result of its rural position and the lack of a
local recording group. For the past three years, Butterfly Conservation has
been working in close partnership with the Forestry Commission with the aim of
engaging with communities and encouraging them to become involved with
the surveying of butterflies and moths and with practical conservation work. At
the same time, the Wood White butterfly has become a target for national conservation effort due to mounting concerns about its rapid rate of decline. I was
therefore delighted to learn last year that the Heritage Lottery Fund had funded
the West Midlands branch of Butterfly Conservation to run the ‘Spotlight on the
Wood White Butterfly’ heritage project.
Julia Walling has very ably led this project on behalf of West Midlands Butterfly
Conservation and has successfully encouraged people to take part in a variety
of training courses and to use their new skills in the field. This has already started
to improve knowledge of the wildlife found and especially the distribution of the
Wood White butterfly. However, this project has not just been about butterflies
but also other aspects of natural history, forest ecology, geology, history and
social history. Wildlife, history and geology are so closely connected yet projects
are rarely run where they are all considered together. This fascinating booklet
brings all these aspects together in a very informative and creative way. I hope
you enjoy reading it and, as a result, will be encouraged to explore this fantastic area of woodland for yourself.

Jenny Joy
Dr Jenny Joy
Butterfly Conservation, Senior Regional Officer for the West Midlands

Welcome to Mortimer Forest
This booklet is the product of a Heritage Lottery funded community project Spotlight on the Wood White – Mortimer Forest Heritage Project. The Project was inspired
by a number of factors; the great enjoyment of this beautiful place by those who
live close to it, the developing relationship between the Forestry Commission and
West Midlands Butterfly Conservation involving the restoration of habitats for the
rare Wood White butterfly and, for my part, by the Save Our Forests campaign of
2010, which highlighted our love of our woods and forests and how important they
are to our wellbeing. It is uplifting to know that we can also be important to theirs.
As the readers of this booklet will discover, the Forest was for most of our human
history an essential part of the life and livelihoods of the people who lived here. It
provided the fundamental resources for their survival. Nowadays it‘s a great draw
for visitors, seen as a place of leisure, much loved and enjoyed. When the Project
was launched in 2014 it was the first community project to take place in Mortimer,
enabling people of Ludlow and the Forest fringes to reconnect with it in a way that
is relevant and meaningful for these times; to learn about the richness of its history
and natural history and to play an appropriate part in shaping its future. It has succeeded in attracting what has become a community of experts and enthusiasts,
sharing a wealth of knowledge and learning, several of whom have contributed to
the production of this booklet. Importantly, it is creating a community of knowledgeable volunteer helpers who will pass their learning on to those who wish to join
in with the ongoing work and the continuing exploration and discovery of what the
Forest holds.
This booklet touches the surface of what can be done at Mortimer. We have merely begun to identify some of the plants, trees, butterflies and moths, mammals and
birds here. There are many animal groups we have not yet started to look at and
there is still much local expert knowledge untapped. There are documents about
Bringewood Chase to examine and translate from medieval Latin. There is information to contribute to the database at Ludlow Museum. We are still discovering
parts of the Forest we have never visited before, surveying habitats, identifying new
areas for recording butterflies, planning and carrying out habitat restoration work.
Heritage Lottery funding has
enabled us to make a start and
at the time of this booklet going to print we are approaching the end of our funding.
However, work will continue
and we look forward to seeing
the results. Most of all we would
very much welcome your help
and invite you to get involved
in any way that appeals to
you, whether you are a complete beginner or already
Mortimer Project study group looking for the
have
some
specialist
food plants of the Wood White butterfly
knowledge to bring.

Julia Walling
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The Forest Today
Mortimer Forest covers around 1,000 hectares, immediately to the south west of
Ludlow. Straddling the south Shropshire and north Herefordshire borders it connects the sites formerly known as Bringewood Chase, the coppice woodlands of
Richards Castle and Norbache Park. Its varied terrain rises to 1,230 ft at High Vinnalls, with breathtaking 360 degree views of hills near and far and mountains as
distant as the Brecon Beacons.
Walking around the Forest is an adventure
for the senses. In a short space there is great
variety; from the vast openness at the top
of High Vinnalls to the warm sunny rides at
Mary Knoll Valley and the dark tunnels of
conifer plantation which have their own
eerie silence and resinous scent. From Vinnalls car park, where there is a picnic and
play area and often a pop up tea room at
weekends, the mile—long Easy Access Trail
is a microcosm of the Forest, with its varied
Peelers Pond
habitats of hazel coppice, areas of birch
regeneration and other broadleaves including some veteran trees, ponds and
streams and sunny rides. One Spring day, you may need to tread carefully to
avoid the hundreds of tiny baby toads that hop across your path, on another you
may hear frogs mating noisily on the lily
pads in the pond. In Summer, dragonflies and astonishingly large orange Silver
-washed Fritillary butterflies take flight
there. On the western edge, among the
conifers, you will find some of the tallest
trees in the Forest. Other walks, bridle
paths and mountain bike trails lead to
world renowned geological and archaeological sites, aqueducts and stunning viewpoints.
The pleasures of spending time in Mortimer Forest are much enhanced by
knowing more about the wildlife there. This booklet will introduce you to some of its
inhabitants and tell you something of its evolution and its history...

Sunday winter walk

View of Titterstone Clee hill from High Vinnalls
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Why the Forest is Good for Wildlife
The varied topography, geology and complex history of changing land use in
Mortimer Forest has resulted in a wide variety of habitats which provide home for
many different plants and animals. The woodland wildlife we see today is a product of that history. In the present Forest, the network of rides and other open
spaces are particularly important and we are fortunate in that these are being
sympathetically managed by the Forestry Commission, specifically accommodating the requirements of the scarcer species wherever this is possible. Further
important wildlife habitats are found in the areas of undisturbed ancient woodland, especially along the Mary Knoll Valley and in the old oak coppice at Whitcliffe.
The Forest has its share of rare and unusual creatures; a unique variety of Fallow
Deer, Wall Lizard, Adder, Goshawk, the Drab Looper moth and Wood White butterfly are among them. Plants such as Wood Anemone, Dog Violet and Wild Garlic indicate sites with ancient woodland origins. Around fifty legally protected and
priority animals were recorded around the Haye Park area of the Forest alone
between 1990 and 2010. There is still more to be discovered.
You can find out more about some of the plants and trees, butterflies and moths,
mammals and birds of Mortimer Forest in this booklet. It has only been possible to
cover selected species but the Forest also holds important populations of many
other groups. For example, a brief one day survey of the Mary Knoll Valley for London‘s Natural History Museum in May 2007 found no less than 196 species of insects. These included a remarkable 12 species with national conservation status
and two additional very rare wasps, one of them not previously known in Britain.
The survey particularly highlighted the value of the Forest‘s ancient woodland
habitats with their veteran broadleaved trees.
Adders are becoming increasingly rare in Britain
and Mortimer Forest is one of the few remaining
strongholds which still supports significant populations. The main reason for the decline is agricultural intensification and the increasing urbanisation of our countryside. Adders are a very shy
animal moving away at the slightest movement
so one needs to look for them very quietly. They
cannot hear but they feel vibrations and are very
sensitive to these. They only bite if suddenly
threatened.
The Wall Lizard is widespread in Continental Europe but rare in Britain with around only 20 colonies. It frequents sunny walls and vertical rockfaces and is at home on the south-facing quarry
face in the sheltered Mary Knoll Valley where, if
you approach quietly and stealthily you may,
with luck, see these shy, fast moving reptiles
basking in the midday sun.
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Adder Pair: male left

Wall Lizards

The Geology of Mortimer Forest
The area we now know as Mortimer Forest has been almost unimaginably different
in the distant past. At one time, Mortimer Forest was the bed of a shallow subtropical sea some 65 degrees south of the equator and later a desolate sub-arctic tundra. In consequence, it has supported a near inconceivable variety of creatures,
both marine and terrestrial. Traces of these long-vanished worlds live on in the familiar landscape of the Forest we see around us today.
Ludlow is a name that is recognised around the world because of the work of pioneering geologists like Roderick Murchison and locally, the Rev. Thomas Lewis,
who in the 1830s first identified different layers of rock by the fossils they contained.
Lewis took Murchison to places where rock faces were visible, showed him the
sequence of rocks that he had worked out and the fossils that helped him pick out
one rock layer from the next. Many of these rocks can be seen in Mortimer Forest.
Beneath the Forest, layers of sedimentary rock over 400 million years old have
been folded into a gentle arch or anticline by the collision of ancient continents.
In the millions of years since, the top of the anticline has been worn down and
hollowed out by water and ice, to expose the older rocks at the centre of the
arch. The landscape within the hollowed-out centre of the anticline reflects the

Silurian Sea—The warm, shallow subtropical sea that covered this region 400 million years ago.
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difference in hardness between the rock beds. The hard limestone of the Bringewood Beds and the Much Wenlock Limestone form two steep-faced escarpments.
The softer Coalbrookdale Formation and siltstones of the Elton Beds form gently dipping slopes.
Fossils can be extremely common in some of these rocks and include bivalves and
brachiopods, bryozoans, cephalopods, corals, crinoids, gastropods, graptolites,
trilobites and worms. All of these animals would have lived in the warm shallow subtropical sea that these rocks were laid down in.

Wenlock Edge limestone

Brachiopod: Protochonetes

Cephalopod: Orthoceras ibex
Dalmanites myops
There are several sites where you can find fossils within Mortimer Forest. These are:
the Leintwardine Beds where the exposed rocks display brachiopods, cephalopods, trilobites and worms; the Aymestry Limestone, which contains Atrypa, other
brachiopods and crinoid ossicles and the Upper Elton Beds at Gorsty, which has
flaggy siltstone rocks and bedding planes containing graptolites (Monograptus).
To learn more about the geology of the region, a valuable source of reference is
Shropshire Geology Phillips P.F. and Stratford J.R. (1999)
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Plants, Trees and Habitats
The Landscape After the Ice Age
We know how the landscape of the area covered by Mortimer Forest has evolved
since the last Ice Age by using the technique Carbon-14 dating of pollen remains
recovered from soil samples. We can identify which tree species grew, where and
when and how abundant they were. Until 14,000 years ago, the area was covered by Steppe grassland with developing woodland. Then fast colonising trees
such as birch and pine became more abundant followed by more diverse broadleaved woodland. This was grazed and browsed by large animals including deer,
wild boar and beaver and now extinct species such as mammoth and auroch.

The Vera Theory
In 2000, the Dutch scientist Francis Vera put forward a theory that the post Ice Age
landscape was a wildwood dominated by large herbivores. They munched the
growing vegetation with great impact and produced a cycle of succession from
trees to scrub to grassland and back again, which opened up the previous dense
forest to create a more varied landscape of wood pasture.

‘The Vera cycle’ - The wood pasture model: a shifting mosaic of glades and groves
The Vera theory is not without its critics although there is general agreement that
the role of herbivores has been under-estimated. It explains how species of open
and ‗woodland edge‘ habitat flourished for thousands of years and it‘s a fact that
mixed aged woodland with glades, rides and a continuous history of regeneration
are the most biologically productive and biodiverse woodland ecosystems.
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Later, when human beings came into the equation, many of our practices in the
landscape could be regarded as a herbivore-free mimic of the Vera cycle. Rotational coppicing, which is one example, is known to have been practiced since at
least 3000 BC in England. 400 years ago, in Medieval parks, woodlands, Forests
and wood pastures, local people had livestock rights, hunting and wood harvesting which also created a dynamic interaction between vegetation and grazing.
The Forest Habitats Today
The naturally occurring kinds of vegetation one might expect to see depends on
the geology, soil, climate, moisture and light present. Plants and trees suited to
the conditions colonise and form habitats for other animal species. There is considerable diversity in the landscape at Mortimer and this creates a wide variety of
conditions for plants, providing food and shelter for a wide variety of animal species.
Today, while large areas of the Forest are planted for softwood timber production,
there are other areas managed specifically for wildlife, including rare species
such as the Wood White butterfly and Adder.
The range of habitats include oak plantation, older broadleaved woodland containing coppiced and veteran trees, grassland, glades, forest rides, quarries,
roads, paths, ponds and streams. The terrain is hilly and there are sunny open sites
as well as those with light shade and dense canopy. Land bordering Mortimer
includes farmland, pasture, other woodland, gardens, buildings and highways.

From top left: Forest roadside with birch, fallow deer under conifer, single Small-leaved
Lime in conifer plantation, pond on the Easy Access Trail, south facing Forest ride edge
with Wood White butterflies
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Plants and Trees
With some botanical knowledge we can discover a great deal by looking closely
and identifying the plants and trees that grow. For example, we can see that
some areas of the Forest have remained much the same for many centuries. These areas may contain ancient or veteran trees such as very large oaks or Smallleaved Lime—a tree now rare but which was
prevalent here after the Ice Age.
Such trees are very valuable habitats within
themselves. A veteran oak tree for example, is
known to be home to many hundreds of species
of insect alone and will also provide food and
shelter and home for many other plant and animal species. Other areas of the Forest may have
been planted with conifer or oaks in more recent
times, but we may discover that they stand on a
former ancient woodland site if we find particular plants known as Ancient Woodland Indicator
species (AWIs) growing there. These plants are
very slow to colonise new areas and where there
are several locally important varieties growing
together on a site, we may consider that the
area was likely to have been woodland at least
as far back as 1600AD.

Leaves and flowers of the
Small –leaved Lime

Surveying and Recording at Mortimer Forest
In May 2014 a group of volunteers took part in
training in habitat condition assessment and
woodland ecology with the Mortimer Forest Heritage Project. Some of the AWIs they discovered
in the Forest are: Wood Anemone, Bluebell, Yellow Pimpernel, Wood Sorrel, Wood Spurge,
Wood Speedwell, Sweet Woodruff, Bush Vetch,
Barren Strawberry, Dog Violet, Dogs Mercury and
Enchanters Nightshade. They found them not
only in areas where there are ancient trees but
on plantation fringes.

Wood Sorrel

Yellow Pimpernel
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Wood Anemone

Common Dog Violet

Wood Speedwell

Surveying Habitats for Other Species
Surveys have been undertaken to determine habitat quality with a view to improving and maintaining habitats for rare and important animal species. For the
Wood White butterfly, we look for areas along rides which have a mixture of sun
and shade and contain the particular plants on which the butterflies lay their
eggs. At Mortimer, these are Greater Bird‘s-foot-trefoil and Meadow Vetchling.

Greater Bird’s-foot-trefoil (left)
Both plants are in the pea
family and can look similar
from a distance but note the
rounded clover like leaves and
rounded flowers of the Bird‘sfoot-trefoil and the distinctive
grey-green pointed leaves
and more pointed flowers of
the Meadow Vetchling.

Meadow Vetchling (below)

Another tip for
identifying Greater
Bird‘s -foot-trefoi l
and distinguishing
it from the similar
Common
Bird‘sfoot-trefoil is to cut
the flower stem. If
it‘s hollow then it is
the Greater Bird‘sfoot-trefoil.

Restoring Habitats
An important part of conservation is practical restoration work. Areas of value to
particular species of wildlife are surveyed and a management plan is drawn up.
Practical work is carried out at appropriate times of year, when it is least disturbing
to wildlife. A recent example of this is when volunteers joined with the Forestry
Commission on a winter work day cutting back birch seedlings and bracken along
rides to allow Wood White food plants to thrive. After this work is undertaken we
often see increases in butterfly numbers within a season or two. Furthermore, many
other plant, insect and animal species will benefit from opening up of the rides,
including the Adder which has been found in more open areas of the Forest.
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A Brief History of the Forest
The usage of woodland has always changed over time and almost no woodland
in Britain today can be considered wholly natural. We have inherited a long history of forestry use that has substantially modified even our most ancient woodlands. We have, and still are, continuously changing the composition and structure of woods to meet our needs. Mortimer Forest is no exception and the conifer
plantations we are familiar with today are just the most recent manifestation of
many land use changes.
In the Middle Ages from 500-1500 AD, the area now covered by Mortimer Forest
and formerly known as Bridgewood and Norbache occupied the north east extremity of the honour of Wigmore, seat of the powerful Mortimers, Lords of the
March. Until the Norman conquest in 1066, High Vinnalls was the western edge of
the manor of Richards Castle. Oakley, Prior‘s Halton and Lady Halton on the
Shropshire side of the county boundary were part of the extensive lands of Bromfield Priory. Documentation from Domesday of 1086 to the Black Death in 1348
indicates rising agricultural productivity, few woods and a wood pasture economy of marginal lands.
Domesday references to woodland in Herefordshire are few and some of those
indicate that woodland had recently grown on land which presumably had previously been arable. The table below lists the areas, values and any mentions of
the woodland or waste (unusable and untaxable land) for the manors which surround the high ground of Bringewood, Mary Knoll and the Vinnalls starting with
Burrington to the west and proceeding clockwise. The ―hides‖ referred to in Bromfield means land measurements of around 120 acres.

The Domesday Manors of Bringewood Chase

Mortimer Forest is currently heavily wooded, however, it is notable that of the
small area of woodland recorded by Domesday for many of these manors, only
Downton is mentioned as having a significant quantity at about 120 hectares.
The entry for Burrington, which includes most of the area of what was to become
Bringewood Chase had merely ‗a tiny piece of woodland‘ The fact that Domesday bothers to record such small parcels of woodland at all or comments on
how little there is in certain manors may indicate their local importance.
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Woodlands and Forests in Medieval England
Woodland was a valuable resource with rights of grazing, pannage (releasing
pigs to feed in woodland), wood for fuel and repair. Pasture and wood pasture
were part of the ‗internal economy‘ of the manor. The fattening of livestock on
marginal land, usually by ancient right was an essential part of the economy. If
the hills and slopes of Bringewood, Mary Knoll and the Vinnalls were mostly rough
pasture, wood pasture and a little woodland in 1086, then by the 14 th century
such grazing pressure would only have increased, as would the upland limit of
attempts at cultivation.
By the 14th century hunting was declining and the lord‘s main use of Chase and
Forest was now income from fines or rents from expanding agriculture and provisions (meat, fuel etc.) for his castles and halls. Customary grazing by the local
population still remained the primary land use on the marginal land whether or
not Forest laws applied.

The term Forest in English law has no
connection with woodland
Latin foresta Latin Foris = outside
Forest: A place where ‘Forest laws’ apply to
protect royal hunting interests. Countryside of
ancient rights and royal license which could apply
to whole townships as well as marginal lands or
woods. Used to bestow royal favours and extract
‘fines’. Cruel punishments are a myth.
Chase: Similar to a Forest but the preserve of
major landholders and bishops. Required royal
consent and more likely to be marginal land. Wild
beasts of the Chase included wild boar and wild
cat as well as deer, badger, fox, hare and rabbit.

Land Hunger and Agricultural Expansion
Population grew considerably after Domesday
and by the mid-14th century settlement and land
development was approaching the limits of
contemporary agrarian technology. Herefordshire Archaeology‘s Woodlands Pilot Project‘s
first two years of survey (2002 & 2003) regularly
found evidence of medieval cultivation and
settlement in most of the county‘s ‗ancient‘
woodland. This land hunger gives rise to an increasing number of documented disputes in the
decades up to the Black Death in 1348-9.
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A few records survive giving a glimpse of farming on the land comprising the ‗vills‘
of Hill Halton, Lady Halton, Prior‘s Halton and Oakley:

In 1313 a group of men (and a woman) broke the house of William Orm at Priors Halton, assaulted him, drove away 40 of his sheep (price 6 marks), killed them, drove away
a further 100 sheep and 6 oxen (price £20). They cut his standing corn and carried them
away with other of his goods. Seven years later William Orm, now living in Ludlow, is a
witness to a grant of ‘certain fields of Okleye next Bromfield’
Bringewood Chase in Tudor Times
Bringewood became a royal Chase when Edward Mortimer was
crowned Edward IV in 1461 after the battle of Mortimer‘s Cross.
Neighbouring Mocktree and nearby Deerfold become royal Forests. They remained in crown hands until sold off under James I.
Feudal traditions, preserved by the semi-autonomous Marcher
lordships, became weakened by the various statutes of Henry VIII
who sought to unify the governance and legal systems of England and Wales.
Customary rights to the resources of Forest and Chase, enjoyed by generations of
people of the nearby manors, were gradually dismantled. By the Elizabethan era,
the administration and exploitation of royal Forests had become a semi-privatised
industry whereby Forest officials and leaseholders of royal lands made themselves
small fortunes and carved little estates out of the Forests. Original documents show
this process in great detail for Bringewood Chase along with many vignettes of
everyday Tudor life such as impounding of strayed livestock, confiscating weapons
and the hanging of poacher‘s dogs.
Map made by Edmund
Walter in 1577 justifying
his enclosure of Bringewood.
This map seems to
have been made as a
result of a dispute over
the occupancy of enclosures. Edmund Walter was an important
person in Ludlow and
later chief justice of
South Wales.
While the agricultural lands of the manors had already become free tenancies, the
ancient and complex system of grazing and other rights in Forests and Chases continued but was weakened and undermined. Many existing tenants of Marcher manors found themselves losing their feudal customary rights as newly mobile peasants
settled in the Forest, yeoman farmers expanded their land and Forest officials took
new opportunities for private gain.
The late sixteenth century was a time of increasing prices and population with rising
demands for wood from Ludlow town, castle and surrounding villages. The Crown‘s
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concern was to increase its revenue from ‗fines‘, rents and wood sales while also
upholding old customs of deer preservation. These two objectives became increasingly incompatible.
Bringewood Wood and Timber
Wood and timber were still valuable resources and such was the amount of wood
coming out of Bringewood and Mocktree that it seems to have been the main traffic on the roads at this time. However, the amount taken out of Bringewood Chase
by local people, Forest officials, Ludlow Castle and the Bringewood iron works
seems to have been sustainable according to a study of the size, area, types and
species of trees and coppice woodland that grew on the chase. There was abundant natural regeneration both within the coppices and in the pastures. Indeed the
colonisation of new enclosures by encroaching secondary woodland was to become an obstacle to the planned expansion of farming on the Chase.

Consumption by Ludlow castle of wood from Bringewood 1579 - 1587
Quantities
Units
Est’d tonnes
1000 loads for charcoal

104.5

800 loads (including from 67 pollards)
12 trees assuming an average of 6.9 tonnes
Total

83.6
50.0
238.0

per year

29.8

Roger Taverner‘s survey of Bringewood in 1565 states that it was “set with old Oaks of

200 and 300 years growth whereof the most part have been lopped and shredd to make
cole for the council at Ludlowe and set with birches and lyme trees of 100 years growth by
the said measure 1068 acres”.
Coppice woodland
Coppicing is an ancient form of woodland management involving regular repeated felling on the same stump with shoots arising from the cut stump or stool. This
allows regrowth and the tree‘s life can be effectively extended by hundreds of
years, producing a limitless supply of wood. It has been traced back as far as Neolithic times and creates valuable wildlife habitats as the newly cleared coupes become flooded with sunlight, creating flushes of woodland flowers and attracting
insects. For species such as the dormouse and for many nesting birds, dense coppice regrowth is an ideal habitat. In this respect it has similarities to the ‗Vera cycle‘
described earlier, though managed by human beings and protected from the
browsing animals they introduced.
We know from Tudor surveys that there were at least seven individual woods or
coppices in Bringewood and that these coppices had to be regularly fenced
against deer and other grazing animals to prevent them from destroying the young
regrowth and killing the coppice stools.
The woodlands were divided into blocks or coupes which were cut in rotation. Coppice cycles varied between 8 and 30 years in Elizabethan times, although more
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usually 14 to 20 years. 30 years was typical for oak bark for tanning and 8 years for
Hazel which was cut to produce straight, flexible rods to make hurdles for fencing
panels. Later, hardwoods such as Oaks and Ash would have been cut between 15
and 30 years to produce firewood and charcoal for the ironworks.
Records of average annual sales of wood and timber from Bringewood in 1576
show that most people were buying wood for fuel. Eleven species appear in the
manuscript with oak as the most frequently mentioned followed by Birches, Hazel,
Hawthorn, Maple, Holly and Lime. It was reported that between 1580 and 1584 the
wood from 10 acre Prestwood Vallett was sold to ‗diverse inhabitants of Ludlow‘
for £14 13s 4d and that wood from16 acres of Ratcliffe Vallet sold for £28 6s 8d
(=34s 4d per acre in both cases).
Elizabeth I and the Commercialisation of Bringewood Chase
The way in which royal Forests and Chases were utilised and managed in the
Marches changed greatly during Elizabeth‘s reign as local people‘s customary
rights were eroded by commercial exploitation organised by Forest officials. In
Bringewood, as in other Crown Forests, Chases and woods, Elizabeth‘s exchequer
found that the enormous numbers of tiny individual wood sales proved impractical
to police. Increasingly, the Crown found it easier to lease Forests and Chases such
as Bringewood for a set annual amount and to leave their exploitation to the local
economy. This gave rise to many disputes.
Customs of the Chase
In 1595 Elizabeth leased Bringewood to her favourite (at the time) the Earl of Essex,
Walter Devereux,. He wished to establish what rights had formerly existed in order
to assess compensation for aggrieved commoners. His review of manorial rights in
Bringewood was partly based upon interviews with a number of local octogenarians. These were written down so we have some idea of the ancient customary
rights ignored in previous surveys and accounts:

“all the ancient tenants of Aston have time out of mind had and used to have common of
pasture in Bringewood chase and all manner their cattle without number .. and their
swine fed in Bringewood in pannage times for 2d a piece and a store boor and a store
sow tackfree.” Every Christmas tenants exercising these rights gave one hen and 2d
and 1d yearly to the lord of Wigmore.
Burrington tenants had similar rights but in addition: “tenants of Burrington free liber-

ty to browse their cattle in winter season within the said chase by cutting pulling down
and lopping all manner of underwood with hook and hand and also common of estovers,
housebote, heibote, firebote, plowbote and cartbote to be spend and employed in and
upon their several messuages.“
An increasing amount of enclosed farmland, both arable and pasture, was appearing around and within the Forest boundaries. Not only did this cause more
problems of deer damage for the occupiers but also the enclosure hedges interfered with the annual round up of stock. Ultimately the loss of the Bringewood
Chase, its semi-natural resources, ancient customs and multiple uses by local people was due to its enclosure and attempted conversion to agriculture in the 17th
century, much of which would revert to secondary woodland within a couple of
centuries.
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A Brief History of the Bringewood Iron Works
The Bringewood iron works was one of the most productive charcoal iron works
in Britain. Located in the spectacular wooded gorge of Downton, it was built on
the Teme by the orders of Walter Devereux, Earl of Essex. Its location was chosen with care at a place where the Teme is confined by a long narrow gorge
between Burrington and
Downton on land that was
part of Bringewood Chase
which Essex had leased
from the crown. It had
become operational by
the early 1590s, a time of
rapid expansion for the
charcoal iron industry.
After a century of successful operation the then
owner Lord Craven leased
the Bringewood forge,
furnace and Chase to
Richard Knight who imCharcoal production for the iron industry—a high proportion proved the works, adding
of Herefordshire woods were managed for the charcoal–iron the tin plate rolling mill. In
its heyday it was one of
industry 1580 - 1750
the most productive forges and iron mills in England helping to make the fortune of Richard Knight who
was able to buy the works outright and buy up neighbouring land including
Bringewood Chase to augment his extensive iron making interests in the West
Midlands. During the 1720s Knight bought the manors surrounding Bringewood:
Burrington, Elton, Leinthall Starkes, Leintwardine and Downton.
From Satanic Mill to Picturesque Idyll
The Bringewood charcoal iron works was one of the last in England when it finally ceased sometime around 1810, leaving the ‗natural‘ character of the gorge
as a quiet haven of beauty admired to this day.
The inheritor of the Bringewood iron works and much of the surrounding land in
the late 18th century was Richard Payne Knight, classicist, connoisseur and advocate of the ‗natural‘ school of landscape appreciation that became known
as the Picturesque. He developed the Picturesque layout of the gorge associated with Downton Castle, which is now a National Nature Reserve managed by
Natural England. The ideas of Knight and others in the ‗Picturesque‘ movement
such as Uvedale Price of Foxley in Herefordshire, inspired Victorian botanists and
and naturalists such as the Rev. Thomas Woodhouse and Dr. Bull. Knight and
Price can be seen as precursors of the modern conservation movement.
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The Forest — Past and Present
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From Top Left:
Current map of
Mortimer Forest and
Ludlow
Ordnance Survey
drawing circa 1815
Aerial photograph of
ancient enclosure at
north edge of Haye
Park in July 1996
Tudor map showing
Bringewood, Mocktree and Deerfold
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Butterflies & Moths

(from top)
Speckled Wood
Small Tortoiseshell
Marbled White
Orange-tip
Cinnabar moth
Gatekeeper
Peacock
Green-veined White
Speckled Yellow moth
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Mortimer Forest is home to a wide range of butterflies and moths including some
of the UK‘s rarest species. Around 30 species of butterflies are known from the Forest and, thanks to recent conservation efforts, nearly all of these can still be
found.
Of particular importance is the Wood White butterfly. This species only now survives at less than 40 sites nationally and continues to decline. Fortunately at Mortimer Forest, the butterfly still occurs and is now slowly increasing in numbers once
more. Another nationally scarce butterfly is the Silver-washed Fritillary, which is
now a characteristic sight in the rides during July and August. The moths have
been far less well studied but the nationally rare day-flying Drab Looper moth can
be found during May and June. Although not the most attractive of species, this is
one of the UK‘s rarest and most threatened moths. See pages 21 to 23 for more
information on these three important species.
Mortimer Forest is one of a number of woodlands in the West Midlands where the
Forestry Commission are carrying out ride side management and other work specifically targeted at improving habitats for rare butterflies and moths. Butterfly
Conservation is delighted to be working with Forestry Commission on this project,
providing advice and guidance and monitoring the results. The majority of this
work has focussed on the Wood White but a host of other species are benefiting
too. Much of this work has been funded by the SITA Trust and has included the
widening and maintaining of existing Forest rides, the creation of new Forest rides,
undertaking experimental ground disturbance to encourage the spread of key
foodplants and the creation of open clearings by the early removal of conifer
crops. So far, the results have exceeded expectations and the butterflies are responding remarkably well.
There are many ways to get involved, from helping with recording butterflies to
assisting with practical conservation tasks. To find out more visit westmidlandsbutterflies.org.uk and the following sites: -
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www.butterfly-conservation.org

facebook.com/savebutterflies

www.mortimerforestproject.org.uk

twitter.com/savebutterflies

The Butterflies of Mortimer Forest
Butterfly

Status at Mortimer Forest and when to see

Small Skipper
Essex Skipper
Large Skipper
Wood White
Clouded Yellow
Brimstone
Large White
Small White
Green-veined White
Orange-tip
Purple Hairstreak
White-letter Hairstreak
Small Copper
Common Blue
Holly Blue
Red Admiral
Painted Lady
Small Tortoiseshell
Peacock
Comma
Silver-washed Fritillary
Speckled Wood
Wall
Marbled White
Meadow Brown
Gatekeeper
Small Heath
Ringlet

Common: Jul & Aug
Recent colonist: Jul & Aug
Common: May - Aug
Occasional but increasing: May - Aug
Rare visitor: Apr - Nov
Occasional: Mar - Sep
Common: May - Oct
Common: May - Oct
Common: Apr - Sep
Common: Apr - Early Jul
Common but elusive: Jul - Sep
Rare and elusive: Jun & Jul
Common: Apr - Sep
Common: May - Sep
Occasional: Apr - Sep
Common: Apr - Nov
Occasional visitor: Any month
Common: Mar - Oct
Common: Mar - Oct
Common: Mar - Oct
Common: Jul & Aug
Common: Apr - Oct
Rare: Apr - Sep
Recent colonist: Jul & Aug
Common: Jul -Sep
Common: Jul & Aug
Occasional: May - Sep
Common: Jun - early Aug

West Midlands Butterfly Conservation have produced a South Shropshire butterfly
guide which covers all species found at Mortimer Forest. This is available from
www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk or from Ludlow Museum.
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Silver-washed Fritillary
Male

Female

Caterpillar

When to see July & August
The Silver-washed Fritillary declined considerably during the twentieth century.
Fortunately, it has spread noticeably during recent decades and is once again
a common butterfly in many woodlands in southern England and Wales including Mortimer Forest.
This large and graceful butterfly has a strong and swooping flight and is one of
the most striking sights to be seen in woodlands during high summer. If you are
lucky you may get to see their courtship flight. The female flies in a straight line
while the male performs a complicated series of loops around her releasing
pheromones from specialised scales on his upperwings.
The spiky caterpillars feed on Common Dog-violet growing in shady or semishady positions on the woodland floor. They can sometimes be found basking
on leaf litter during sunny days in May.
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Wood White
Adult

Eggs

Caterpillar

When to see mid-May to end-June & mid-July to mid-August
This rapidly declining Wood White butterfly used to be found across much of
southern England and into eastern Wales. The woodlands of south Shropshire
and north Herefordshire are one of its few remaining strongholds.
This is a small butterfly with a slow flight, usually found in sheltered woodland rides
and glades. It can be distinguished from other white butterflies by its habit of
always resting with its wings tightly closed. The conspicuous eggs are laid on a
variety of legumes, most commonly Meadow Vetchling and Bird's-foot-trefoils.
Males fly almost continuously throughout the day, patrolling to find a mate. The
females spend their time feeding on flowers and resting. Look out for the remarkable courtship display - the male lands opposite the female and waves his head
and antennae backwards and forwards with his proboscis extended.
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Drab Looper moth

Adult

Wood Spurge

Caterpillar

When to see mid-May to end-June
The Drab Looper has a very restricted distribution in Britain with two main centres
of occurrence: one in central southern England and the other on the borders of
England and Wales, from Gloucestershire and Monmouthshire to Herefordshire
and Worcestershire. It has declined dramatically due to the lack of active
woodland management in many woods.
This tiny moth flies by day in sheltered, open and sunny situations in woodlands. It
is usually found close to Wood Spurge, its larval foodplant. Its small size and dull
colouration means that it is not always easy to see but is well worth searching
for. Luckily, Wood Spurge is a very conspicuous plant and almost any ride-side
stand in Mortimer Forest may have a few Drab Looper flying around it at the
right time of year.
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Mammals
As Mortimer Forest offers such a variety of habitats, a wide variety of mammals
can be at home here. However, relatively few mammal species have been recorded. The lists opposite show the 14 species of mammal that have been recorded and another 20 species, including seven bats that may well be there, either as
residents or passing through. These are all species that have been recorded in
North Hereford/South Shropshire. These ―probables‖ have either been seen very
close to the boundary such as Otter, Lesser Horseshoe and Barbastelle Bats, or are
common and widely distributed - the voles, mice, shrews and other bats. Not all
are woodland species, Brown Hares and Harvest Mice prefer open grassland, but
there is sufficient diversity of habitat within the Forest boundary to support them,
such as suitable grassland, which occurs along rides, in cleared areas and in the
fields and hedgerows in the Forest and around its edge.

Some facts about Bats

Noctule, our largest bat, with one of the smallest
and a credit card to scale for comparison (below)

All British bats eat insects which they catch mainly by
echo location.
A diet of insects means there is little food in winter so
our bats hibernate in safe cool places such as caves and
Noctule
hollow trees.
In Summer they have different warm roosts to bring up
Credit Card
the young.
They mate in the Autumn, but pregnancy does not
begin until Spring.
Common
A Pipistrelle may eat as much as 3000 midges per night.
Pipistrelle
Many can see quite well.
Bats are warm blooded mammals and have been around for more than 50,000,000 years.
There are over 1000 species which is more than any other mammal group except rodents.
There are 17 British species although some others turn up as vagrants.
A Unique Variety of Deer
Long-haired Fallow Deer are the only mammal variety that is unique to Mortimer
Forest, but British Fallow in general are very variable. Although imported and bred
first by the Romans, our stock is probably all
derived from those brought in at various times
following the Norman invasion. They were
maintained in enclosed parks and this isolation combined with probable selection by the
landowner for favoured forms has led, as with
domesticated animals, to the development of
many different strains. Some have the wild
coat pattern, a reddish brown coat with distinct spots in Summer, darker and greyer with
less spotting in Winter. Others are white, some
Long-haired Fallow Deer
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are black and ours are hairy. The much smaller Roe is also present and has the
distinction of being one of our two species of native deer. Roe populations
seem to be increasing across the Country as are those of the Muntjac deer that
has arrived in the Mortimer area relatively recently.

The Mammals of Mortimer Forest
Recorded

Probable

Possible

Mole
Rabbit
Brown Hare
Grey Squirrel
Hazel Dormouse
Harvest Mouse
Red Fox
Badger
Fallow Deer
Roe Deer
Muntjac
Common Pipistrelle Bat
Soprano Pipistrelle Bat
Daubenton‘s Bat

Hedgehog

Water Shrew

Common Shrew
Pygmy Shrew
Wood Mouse
Yellow-necked Mouse
Bank Vole
Field Vole
Brown Rat
Stoat
Weasel
Polecat
Mink
Otter
Brown Long-eared Bat
Noctule Bat
Barbastelle Bat
Natterer‘s Bat
Whiskered Bat
Brandt‘s Bat
Lesser Horseshoe Bat

House Mouse
Serotine Bat
Greater Horseshoe Bat
Alcathoe Bat
Bechstein‘s Bat
Leisler‘s Bat

Dormouse (above)
Yellow-necked Mice (left)

Recording Mammals

Adding to the records can seem a daunting task as most of our mammals are so
elusive. They need to be, as the small ones are subjected to intense predation
and it is important that numbers should be high as they are vital components of
the diet of owls and other raptors together with Foxes and the members of the
stoat family. Larger mammals have been hunted or culled by humans. Nevertheless really useful information can be collected. Even the common and easy to see
such as Grey Squirrels and Rabbits should not be ignored as they may not be absolutely everywhere and populations change. A recent British Trust for Ornithology
report suggested a 56% fall in the number of rabbits nationally since 1995.
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For recording other species, some detective work is needed. Look out for characteristic field signs: footprints, droppings, feeding signs and burrows. Badgers and
Moles are easily confirmed in this way and with rather more care so is the Red
Fox. The activity of the deer shows well in the heavily marked trails of hoof prints
and when the slots are clear it is possible to tell which species produced them.

Otter print

Badger print

Although small mammals - the shrews, voles and Wood Mice - are likely to be numerous, they spend most of their time hidden in burrows or runways in the grass.
The runways can give information about recent activity and even rough population estimates, but accurate information can be gleaned by live trapping.
The carnivores are very shy as they have all been subject to considerable persecution. The large ones were exterminated a long time ago and outside the Forest
the remainder are often heavily controlled. Good views of them are therefore
uncommon and need luck or dedication, but there is no doubt that the sight of
an Otter or a family of Stoats is very rewarding.
All records, of course, must say what was seen, by whom, where and when and
now that it is fairly easy to take a picture with a phone or digital camera one
should be included if possible. Records should be sent to the Shropshire or Herefordshire Mammal Groups.
Mixed Blessings
The relationship of the mammals in the Forest is complex and mixed. While the
insect eaters such as shrews and bats can be beneficial, most of the herbivores
will damage the trees. The browsing of new growth and saplings by deer is very
clear and they also damage young trees, fraying them when cleaning their antlers of velvet and during the rut. When other food is short most herbivores, but particularly deer, Grey Squirrels and Bank Voles will also turn to eating bark, sometimes ringing and killing mature trees. Would the Forest be better without them? It
might be temporarily a more effective wood factory, but it would certainly be a
much less interesting place. Not only would the target species be gone but also
most of the owls and other raptors and many of the carnivorous mammals. There
is also a lesson in the fact that the deer are more of a problem now because we
have already removed the key predators such as Wolves and released invasive
alien species such as the Muntjac.
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Birds of Mortimer Forest
Mortimer Forest is a fabulous place for birds. Project volunteer Barbara Daniels
gives a personal account of her observations while walking in the Forest.
―In three years of casual birdwatching I have recorded 60 different species in just
that part of the Forest where I walk. That is pretty good for somewhere far from the
coast and lacking any large lake or reservoir. It reflects the diversity of habitats on
offer, from dense plantations to well spaced larches; from mature oak wood to
birch-rich regrowth; from newly felled areas to open bracken-covered hillside and
hedgerow. Here are some ideas of what to look out for at different times of the
year and in different habitats:
Early Spring is a good time to find a high viewpoint
and watch for that iconic bird of Mortimer, the Goshawk, as it soars and displays over the Forest. It is the
large cousin of the Sparrowhawk, which also displays
at this time of year, and it may not be easy to judge
size in an empty sky.
In early April you might be struck by a sweet sounding
little song of descending notes coming from a group
Goshawk
of young birches. If you look hard you will glimpse a
small active bird, looking just like a Chiffchaff. It's a Willow Warbler and by the second half of the month its song will be constant. Blackcaps and Garden Warblers,
both wonderful songsters with similar songs, will be in voice too. You are more likely
to see the former, as the male often sings from a prominent perch, while the Garden Warbler is inclined to sing from the cover of a dense thicket.
The call of the Cuckoo is another sign that Spring is here. One mid-May evening I
heard four Cuckoos as I approached High Vinnalls from Climbing Jack Common.
Two were perched on the top of the dead bracken studying the ground around
them. Were they looking for fat caterpillars or watching for a pipit, Skylark or Dunnock to leave its nest so the female could dash in and lay a single egg?
The largest of the crow family, the Raven, breeds early
in the year and their deep cronks echo round the Forest. You may see one in flight rolling over onto its back
and continuing for a second or two in that posture
before righting itself - a wonderful display of acrobatic
prowess.
Up on the more open ground of Climbing Jack Common, Skylarks are also singing away – in fact I have
Raven
heard a male rising skywards in song there as early as
mid-January. Yellowhammers are abundant with their ―little bit of bread and no
cheeeeese‖. Whitethroats also find a good breeding spot where bramble and
young trees are taking hold post-felling and sing their scratchy song from mid-April
onwards. The isolated tall birches just beyond the Forest edge as you climb up
through the common are a good place to look for Tree Pipits in spring. Like Meadow Pipits they have a parachuting song flight, but theirs starts and ends on a tree
branch rather than the ground.
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In early Summer a trio of visitors typical of western oak woods are raising young in
the mature deciduous woodland near Black Pool car park. Redstarts flick and
spread their red tails and one or two male Pied Flycatchers, neat in their black
and white plumage, sing their little song over and over again. Both these birds
nest in tree-holes but the third, the Wood Warbler, nests on the ground. Its presence is given away by its songs, one an
accelerating trill, the other a sweet, sad
―pew pew‖. If you manage to spot this
lovely green, yellow and white bird among
the leaves you can see how its whole body
trembles with the effort of singing. I have
also come across the Wood Warbler in
some of the mature larch plantations, particularly where there are a few birches in
the mix.
Another ground-nester is the Woodcock. I
have disturbed wintering birds here, one
flying off from a warm-to-the-touch hollow
under a pathside net of tree roots as we
walked past one frosty day. But also, if you
walk the Forest roads at dusk in Spring and
early Summer, you may, as I have, hear a
few croaky grunts followed by a ―tswick
tswick‖ and glimpse a heavy bird against
the pale sky. A Woodcock is making its display flight, known as ―roding‖, in an attempt to attract a mate.

Wood Warbler

Woodcock
The real bird of the night must be the Tawny
Owl. You are more likely to hear than to see
one but, if you come across a group of agitated songbirds scolding away, it is
worth paying attention. It could well be they have come across a resting owl
whose hiding place, perhaps in a spruce or holly, is not as good as it might be.
The best view I have had of a Tawny Owl in the Mortimer Forest was one day in
June when I came across a newly fledged bird in plain view on a branch. I
watched it, as it in turn watched a Treecreeper intently with big black naive eyes,
until it succumbed to the lazy warmth of the day and fell asleep in the sunshine.
Autumn is a good time to watch Jays flying with acorn held in beak as they busy
themselves burying them for hard times ahead and in so doing helping the trees
to produce a new generation.
The Nuthatch is another bird that caches nuts and seeds when they are abundant. To sit on a bench in the warm Autumn sun and watch a Nuthatch trying out
different crevices for size till it finds the right one and then carefully knocking its
prize into place and covering it up with moss can feel as exciting and intimate as
anything a wildlife documentary might show you.
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In Winter large flocks of Goldfinch, Siskin and Lesser Redpoll, often numbering a
hundred or more, draw attention to themselves by the sheer volume of noise as
they feed high up in the mature larches. At this time of year, mixed tit flocks also
rove about the woodland. Long-tailed Tits and Blue Tits often make up the core of
the flock, but look out for accompanying
Great Tits and Coal Tits as well as diminutive
Goldcrests. The delicate-looking Treecreeper
joins in, creeping mouse-like up the tree-trunk
and probing with its delicate curved bill. A
Great Spotted Woodpecker or two may also
tag along and give away their presence with
a loud ―kick kick‖ call.
There are two rarer tits, both on the UK ―Red
List‖ of birds which have shown a worrying decline, still found in the Mortimer Forest. These
are the Marsh Tit and the Willow Tit. They keep
a territory in the Winter and so will not usually
follow a mixed flock beyond its limit. They are
hard, if not impossible, to tell apart by sight –
and the differences sometimes indicated in
bird books are often not reliable. However fortunately they have very different calls. If you
hear a loud sneeze-like ―pit-chu‖ then you
know you are looking at a Marsh Tit. I have
come across Marsh Tits in more mixed woodland and Willow Tits in areas of birch and conifers.

Siskin

Marsh Tit

A real specialist of conifer plantations is the Crossbill. These exotic looking finches,
red or orange or yellow or green, have crossed tips to their bills which enable
them to prise apart the scales of cones and so get to the seeds before other birds
get the chance. They seek out good cone crops and so can be numerous one
year in a particular place, and gone the next.
A really impressive Winter visitor is the Great Grey Shrike. I saw my first on the regrowth area below High Vinnalls in November 2011, perched on top of a young
spruce, scanning the ground below for voles or beetles or other potential prey. I
saw the bird again in February and March 2012 and again in 2013. Although I
looked many times in 2014 I had no success. Shrikes can be tantalisingly elusive at
times so it doesn't mean it wasn't there. However it is possible that the individual
bird has died and with it the knowledge that the Mortimer Forest is a good place
to be. Alternatively, as the trees have grown and become denser the habitat
may no longer be so suitable.
There is much more that could be said and many species that have not had a
mention but I hope this gives a flavour of the richness of the Forest as a place to
watch and wonder.―
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The Future of the Forest
As this booklet shows, there are many ways of learning about the Forest. We have
studied the wildlife and looked into its history and its prehistory. In so doing, we
have reached an understanding of how it has evolved into what it is today. We
have learnt how rock formations and climate have created its geography, how
munching herbivores have shaped the earlier landscape and altered its habitats
and biodiversity, how human beings have worked with it and changed it in so
many different ways through the ages.
The Mortimer Forest we know today was originally intended by the Forestry Commission of the 1920s to be used solely as a means of timber production. Today,
the Forest has many uses. Whilst timber production continues, albeit for markets
vastly changed since the 1920s, the Forest is now also managed for leisure, recreation and wildlife conservation. A visit to Mortimer on any weekend will immediately demonstrate that the Forest is highly valued by large numbers of people
from many differing walks of life, few of them with any involvement or even interest in forestry. The Forest is still evolving, undergoing constant change and always
will be.
The main purpose of this project has been
to discover how to make a positive difference to the wildlife of the Forest. An important part of that has been working
with the Forestry Commission (FC) in ways
that are mutually beneficial. We have
been fortunate to have great support
and team working, especially as FC staff
numbers have been reduced in recent
years, placing an increased workload on FC Wildlife Ranger Alan Reid cooks venison
burgers for habitat restoration volunteers
its remaining staff.
Butterfly Conservation has a long history of collaborative projects with Forestry
Commission. It is due to this partnership that the Wood White butterfly not only still
survives in our area but is actually thriving in many woods. We are most grateful
for both the support from FC and for the considerable contributions made by the
members of staff associated with these projects. We thank all those involved and
look forward to this partnership continuing.
None of this would have been possible without the assistance of our volunteers. Projects
such as these provide opportunities for all of
us to get involved, learn more and to make
a major contribution. Training is ongoing
and open to all.
The best possible future for the Forest‘s wildMammal experts lead a group of volunteers
life depends on teamwork, constant learnin examining the results of mammal surveys.
ing and updating of knowledge. The continuation of this work and the future wellbeing of the Forest depends on the dedication of our volunteers, many of whom are new to learning about woodland ecology but are enjoying making a real difference.
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About The Mortimer Forest Project
How You Can Get Involved
The ongoing work of the Mortimer Forest Heritage Project is to learn more about
the Forest‘s ecology and heritage and to monitor, restore and conserve its wildlife. There is still much to discover and we need your help. We welcome everyone - beginners, enthusiasts and experts of all ages. Your observations will have
an important impact on the way the Forest is managed. Management plans are
drawn up to conserve wildlife and restore the habitats, so we need to know
what is there and where to find it. There are many ways in which you can make
an important contribution. You can:

 send in records of species you have seen while out
walking

 join with us in scheduled conservation and heritage
events and activities

 get some free training on how to survey, monitor
and record butterflies and other species

 learn about habitats, their restoration and management

 learn about and add to research on the Forest‘s
history and geology
How to Record Species
There is a simple way to remember how to record
what you have seen. It‘s known as the 4 Ws.
A young volunteer enjoys a
Record keepers need to know:
day out in the Forest
 WHO made the observation - that‘s you
 WHAT species was recorded
 WHERE the species was recorded - place name and grid reference if possible
 WHEN was the observation made - the time and date
You can send your records and observations to Julia Walling or to the website to
be uploaded. For information on our events and to find out more about the Mortimer Project, contact Julia at julia@mortimerforestproject.org.uk or go to
www.mortimerforestproject.org.uk to visit the website.

Left: Summer - Dave Green leads the Wood White butterfly survey team. Right: Winter - follow up butterfly
habitat restoration work with Alan Reid and volunteers.
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About Butterfly Conservation
West Midlands Butterfly Conservation is part of Butterfly Conservation,
a national charity dedicated to the conservation of the UK‘s butterflies
and moths. It was the very first regional branch to be established in
1979 and covers the counties of Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire
and Worcestershire plus Birmingham and the Black Country. It works in
partnership with many other organisations in helping to conserve the
region‘s butterflies and moths and has a growing and active membership.
The challenges facing butterflies and moths in our rapidly changing
environment are very real. Continued fragmentation, deterioration
and loss of wildlife habitats is combined with the uncertainties of our
changing climate. Over two-thirds of our resident butterflies are declining and desperately need our help. Butterflies and moths are very
sensitive indicators of the health of our countryside and conserving
them will help conserve a wide range of other wildlife.
Our work is geared to addressing these declines and West Midlands Butterfly Conservation
is actively involved in the management of a large number of wildlife sites across the region
and also manages several nature reserves. Every year field trips, talks and other events are
organised to promote awareness of these beautiful insects and encourage the public to
become actively involved in their conservation through recording, monitoring and practical management work. Members receive three editions of our regional magazine ―The
Comma‖ annually as well as our national ―Butterfly‖ magazine. Much of our work is very
dependent on the efforts of our many thousands of volunteers and new members are very
welcome. To find out more on how to join go to www.butterfly-conservation.org and for
more information on how you can become actively involved locally visit
www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk. You can also follow West Midlands Butterfly Conservation on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/butterflyconservationwestmidlands
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